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January 18, 2021 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

We are contacting you from a Strasbourg-based human rights advocacy association ASSEDEL, 

L’Association européenne pour la défense des droits et des libertés. In this letter, we report to you 

a recent media freedom violation from Turkey. The editor of Bold Media, Mr. Fatih AKALAN, 

has recently reached us to ask for our support on the suspension of their YouTube channel. Mr. 

AKALAN is an exiled Turkish journalist based in Frankfurt, Germany. 

After the 2016 coup-attempt, media freedom has been severely injured in Turkey. 131 media 

outlets have shut down and 117 journalists have been imprisoned since then1. Turkey has soon 

become the largest prison in the world for journalists2. Innocent men and women have been 

accused of being terrorists, arrested on false claims, and imprisoned by the courts that are under 

the control of the power. The currently operating media outlets in Turkey either have chosen or 

forcibly convinced to be a part of a choir who have to applause and appreciate the acts of the 

regime3. In this atmosphere, Bold Media was founded by a group of Turkish journalists in exile to 

focus on human rights violations, freedom of expression, and civil liberties in Turkey4. The media 

outlet has an inclusive website5 and an active YouTube channel6. Bold Media is currently facing a 

censorship issue that is administered by the Turkish regime.  

Following an unfair application by Turkish authorities to YouTube, the media outlet has been 

silenced and the broadcast features have been suspended by YouTube. The two hundred and fifty 

thousand followers of Bold Media are debarred from accessing its unique content and trustworthy 

journalism. The criticisms and reporting of Bold Media had already distracted the Turkish 

authorities and the media outlet was banned in Turkey. Now, the regime attempts to succeed 

worldwide censorship on Bold Media with false terrorism and copyright claims.  

The Turkish administration has begun using TRT, the state-owned media outlet, as a censorship 

tool. TRT has recently provided two false copyright claims to YouTube's CMS of Bold Media's 

content. They claim that Bold Media cannot use the video footage and the speeches of the 

opposition party leaders from the Turkish parliament. This claim has no legal basis. Further, the 

40 out of 47 videos of Bold Media that TRT has claimed copyright include no footages from the 

parliament. As the editor Mr. AKALAN claims, the aforementioned videos had authentic contents 

                                                             
1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_media_outlets_shut_down_in_the_2016_Turkish_purges 
2 https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/campaigns/2017/02/free-turkey-media 
3 https://freedomhouse.org/country/turkey/freedom-world/2020 
4 https://boldmedya.com/genel-bilgiler 
5 https://boldmedya.com/en 
6 https://youtube.com/channel/UCYHjlU5OjQatTdLbvIU5OXQ 



created by themselves without using any material belonging to TRT. YouTube, however, without 

examining the videos, accepted the complaint lodged by TRT and suspended Bold Media’s 

YouTube channel. 

Mr. AKALAN underlines that the outlet always abides by the content and copyright rules of 

YouTube. The restrictions on their channel seem nothing else but another censorship attempt of 

the Turkish government.  

Appreciating their hard work on human rights as exiled journalists, we kindly request your support 

for Bold Media in their efforts of creating unique content, being an active and effective media 

outlet to defend fundamental human rights in Turkey. We believe that your support has crucial 

importance to discomfort the authorities who target the most fundamental human rights, freedoms, 

and civil liberties. 

 

Thank you for your support and help. 

 

Sincerely, 

ASSEDEL, L’Association européenne pour la défense des droits et des libertés 

Strasbourg, France 


